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Abstract
This paper explores the economic impacts of regulatory and legislative intervention in
the Clean Air Act Amendment's sulfur dioxide (S02) allowance trading market. This
intervention is of two types: (1) direct intervention through laws or regulatory orders that
constraincomplianceoptions of market participants,and (2) indirect intervention,reflected
in utility decision making, and causedby a lack of regulatory policies that clarify the
treatmentof allowancemarket transactions.The paperusesa dynamic,linear programming
model to empirically estimate the economic impacts of this intervention. An example of
direct intervention is explored by modeling actual legislative and/ or regulatory proposals
in New York and Wisconsin;indirect interventionis exploredthroughthe developmentof a
cost-uncertainty tradeoff curve. The results indicate that both types of intervention are
costly and thesecosts must be weighed againstany expectedsocial benefits.
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1. Introduction
The federal governmenthas mandatedcontrol of sulfur dioxide (SOz) emissions from major point sourcesfor more than 20 years,using command-and-control regulations.However, with the passageof the Clean Air Act Amendmentsof
1990 (CAAA), the government has initiated a major shift in its regulatory
paradigm by using market mechanismsfor SOz pollution control. The CAAA
establishesan allowance trading system that will permit market forces to determine the most cost-effective means of reducing total emissions1. For years
economistshave arguedthat, in theory, market mechanisms(such as transferable
emission allowances)are more efficient in meeting emissionsgoals than traditional command-and-controlregulation(such as emissionstandardsor technology
requirements).The CAAA is a major test case for the use of markets for
environmentalprotection.
Whether the SOz market meets the CAAA's goals at least cost will largely
dependupon the ability of utilities to freely participate in a competitive market.
However, two types of regulatory and/ or legislative interventioncan restrict this
market participation,reducing the benefitsof the allowancemarket.The first type
of intervention we call 'direct intervention.' This occurs when regulatory or
legislative bodies dictate compliance strategiesto affected utilities. The second
type we call' indirect intervention.' This intervention emergesindirectly from the
uncertainty that accompaniesthe future regulatory or legislative treatment of
utility co~pliance plans that use market strategies.This uncertainty is one of
several that promotes hesitancy in utilities entering the market (see Palmisano,
1992; Hausker,1990; Dudek and Goffman, 1992).
Although discussedqualitatively, a quantification of the economicimpacts of
direct and indirect intervention is an important missing element of the policy
debate. In this paper, we approximate the operation of the allowance market
(1995-2005), focusing on the 110 plants affected by PhaseI of Title IV of the
CAAA, and determinethe economicimpactsof both direct and indirect interven-

1 For an overview of economic incentives under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, see Elman
et al. (1992).
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tion. The results show that both types of intervention may be very costly to the
nation as a whole 2.

2. Background
PhaseI of Title IV of the CAAA provides for the establishmentof an S02
allowance trading system for 110 of the V.S.'s highest emitting electric utility
plants. These include all units that have emissionsgreater than 2.5 pounds of
S02/ mmBtu and a generatingcapacitygreaterthan 100 megawatts(MW). Phase
I of Title IV is in effect from January1, 1995 to December31, 1999 3. An S02
'allowance' is an authorizationby the governmentthat permitspollution sourcesto
emit one ton of S02 in a single year. Thesemeasureswill reduceutilities' annual
S02 emissionsby approximately 50% (from 18.9 million tons in 1980 to 8.9
million tons by the year 2001). PhaseII of Title IV begins in the year 2000 and
will include most existing fossil-fired electric generatingunits with a capacity
greaterthan 25 MW and all new units.
In the allowance trading system, the government first establishesreduced
emissionlevels for eachof the 110 plants and allocatesannualallowancesequalto
this level 4. Theseallowancesare transferable,resultingin a marketfor them and a
competitively determinedprice. For each ton of S02 emitted, plants must submit
one allocated or purchasedallowance to the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) at the 'true-up' date. The EPA is in the process of establishing an
allowancetracking systemand requireson-line ContinuousEmissionsMonitors at
eachaffectedplant to facilitate allowancetradesand quick monitoring of compliance.
The power plants affected by the regulations have a number of options
availablefor complying with the CAAA. Plantsusing coal as a fuel (all but two of
the PhaseI plants use coal) may chooseto switch to low-sulfur fuel to reduce
emissionsand meet the limit createdby their allowanceallocation.
As an alternative,utilities may chooseto continueto bum high-sulfur coal and
remove the sulfur from the emissionsexhauststream.The most widely available
2 We stress that this paper only analyzes the economic (market) inefficiencies

related to these

interventions, and we recognize that other social benefits/costs may emerge through such interventions. However, measurements of these social benefits/costs is beyond the scope of this paper. Some
considerations of these are addressed in Bernstein at al. (1993).
3 See Parker et aJ. (1991) and Lock and Harkawik (1991) for an overview of Title IV.
4 Allowances are allocated based on historical fuel consumption data (usually 1985-1987), which
are then applied to a formula specified by Congress (see Lock and Harkawik, 1991, p. 24). Although
sometimes considered a sidelight, the method of allocation (grandfathering, auction or distribution to
local governmental agencies) is likely to be crucial to the viability of the ensuing market and the
political acceptability of such an emissions control program.

\
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technology for this is flue-gas-desulfurizationequipment (FGD or scrubbers),
which can reducethe emissionsof S02 by over 90% (Shieldsand Lennox, 1992;
Van Horn et al., 1992). Other methodsfor cleaning sulfur from utility exhaust
include natural gas co-firing, FGD upgrades,sorbent injection, and repowering;
however, thesetechnologiesare not expectedto have significant market penetration in PhaseI and thus are not included here. Furthermore,electric power trading
may be viewed as a strategiccomplianceoption (Villani, 1993).FGD systemsare
generally more expensive and far more capital-intensive than coal switching

,

options.
Finally, utilities can buy allowancesand avoid requcing S02 emissions.Those
plants able to abatetheir emissionsat a marginal cost lower than the market price
of an allowancewill do so and sell their excessallowancesfor a profit. Plantswith
marginal abatementcosts greater than the price of an allowance will buy an
allowance,saving the differencebetweenthe market price and the abatementcost.
Suchactivity will allow the electric utility industry to meet CAAA standardsat the
lowest cost 5.
3. Intervention in the marketplace
Thus far, the S02 allowancemarket has been slow to develop.As of August,
1995, only a handful of bilateral trades have taken place, although contractsfor
future trades are being discussedby a number of other utilities. This is due to
severalfactors, and we suggestthat one reasonutilities havebeenhesitantto enter
the market is due to what we call 'direct' and 'indirect' intervention.
Direct interventionsby regulatoryand legislativebodiesarethoseactivitiesthat
directly constrain the compliance options available for utilities. For example,
restrictions on the types of fuel that must be burned or the type of pollution
abatement technologies that must be installed fall into this category. Also,
restrictionson the amountof allowancesa utility may buy or sell constitutedirect
intervention.Theseinterventionsact as constraintson a would-be free market,and
theoreticallywill increasetotal costsfor meetingthe environmentalstandards6.
S For comprehensive theoretical discussions of environmental policy instruments see, inter alia,
Baumol (1972), Baumol and Oates (1988), Burrows (1979), and Comes and Sandler (1986). For
general discussion and references to work on emissions permit systems, see, especially, Cropper and
Oates (1992). A survey of empirical studies that compare the economic efficiencies of market-based

versuscommand-and-controlenvironmentalregulationsare included in Tietenberg(1990, p. 24).

6 Allowance markets that include direct interventions can be considered a type of regulatory hybrid;
they are based on economic incentives to regulate pollution, but also include some command-and-control features that are used to 'fine-tune' market outcomes. The issue of 'fine-tuning' is discussed in
Latin (1985), although he looks at command-and-control based regulations that are 'fine-tuned' using
market mechanisms. 'Fine-tuning' as viewed in this paper (through direct intervention) is discussed
theoretically in papers by Krupnick et al. (1983), McGartiand (1988), and South and McDermott
(1991), although these papers do not refer it as such.
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Fig. 1. Impact of EPS market restriction on polluting firm.

We depict the impacts that direct intervention may have on a firm's pollution
abatementdecisionsin Fig. 1. Fig. 1 showsa firm's decisionmaking processin an
allowancemarket when theserestrictionsare applied. In this figure, MC ($/ unit)
is the marginal cost of abatementin $/ton, and Q'" (units) is the amount of
pollution that must be abated(or accountedfor through allowances)basedon the
firm's standard.Fig. 1 assumesthat the polluter hasa linear MC curve in the range
of interestand is a price-takerfor allowances,which have a price of Pa.
Under an unrestricted market this polluter will abate until point A (Q') is
reached,where the cost of buying an allowanceis lower than continuedabatement.
The polluter would then begin buying allowanceson the market at price Pa until
point C (Q"') is a~hieved.In this way, the polluter would benefit (through reduced
costs)an amountequal to triangle ABC 7.
Now, assumea mandateis introducedthat preventsthis polluter from participating in the market. In this case,the firm would have to abateto point B (Q"') in
order to meet the standards.The lossesto the firm are representedby the triangle
ABC becausethe firm must now abateat marginal costs higher than what would
be available through the market. This loss increasesif the local interventionalso
includes some type of technology forcing that forces abatementby the firm
beyondpoint B.
For a similar firm that only has to abateto point D (Q") basedon the firm's
standard, the results are similar. In an unrestricted market, the firm has an
incentive to abatemore than required, to point A (Q'), and generatea numberof
allowances(in particular, Q' - 0"). Theseallowancescould be sold on the market
at a price Pa, and the firm would profit by the triangle ADE. Without market
participation,the firm will not havean incentiveto abateto A (Q') andwill stop at
D (Q"), therebylosing triangle ADE.
7 We assume here that all benefits of the allowance market are allocated to the polluting firm, which
may not necessarily be the case (see Loeb, 1990).
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So far, severalstateshave initiated laws or ordersthat can be considereddirect
interventions8. For example, Illinois legislators recently considereda law that
requires two Illinois utilities to install scrubbers,and the rest to use certain
proportions of Illinois coal. In addition, other statessuch as Wisconsin and New
York are considering action to restrict out-of-state selling and buying of allowancesby in-state utilities (Clean Air Report, 1991). A number of stateshave
also imposedregulationsthat require utilities to determineandjustify any socioeconomic impacts due to their compliancedecisions(EnvironmentWeek, 1991).
The purposeof theselaws is usually to protect someattributeof a given stateor
region. In some cases(e.g., Illinois), it may be the protection of high-sulfur coal
mining jobs (see Norris, 1992; Bernstein et al., 1992; Journal of Commerce,
1993); in others (e.g., New York and Wisconsin), it may be the protection of the
regional environment9. In this paper,we analyzedirect intervention that restricts
the ability of utilities to participatein the allowancemarket.Direct interventionof
the Illinois variety (i.e., intervention that dictatestechnologicalcontrol strategies)
is analyzedin previous work (seeBernsteinet al., 1992).
Indirect intervention is definedas that situationwherebyactivities of legislators
or regulatory bodies indirectly constrain the compliance options of affected
utilities. One type of indirect intervention is associatedwith policies and procedures (or lack thereof) related to the allowancemarket that createuncertaintyin
utility decision making. This uncertainty is translatedinto an unwillingness of
utilities to participate in the market (and hence,a constrainton utilities' complianceoptions) 1°.
Of course,other types of uncertaintiesexist in utility decisionmaking that may
affect market participation. One example is technological uncertainties,due to
potential technologicaldifficulties associatedwith some complianceoptions. For
example,the flame and ash characteristicsof different types of coals may make
some types of low-sulfur coal unacceptablefor use in certain boiler design.
Another example is economic uncertainties associatedwith fuel cost and allowanceprice estimations.We recognizetheseuncertainties,yet will concentrate
in this paper on analyzinguncertaintiesgeneratedfrom regulatorypolicy.
Regulatory/legislative uncertaintiesarise for at least two important reasons:
(1) the uncertainty of future, direct intervention by regulatory and / or legislative

bodies in the complianceplanning of utilities; and

8 For a review of these, see Bailey et al. (1992). Concerns with acidic deposition due to 'upwind'
states have been issues in New York, Wisconsin, Virginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania; concerns
related to local employment dislocations have been issues in Illinois, Idiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania. A more recent review is contained in Bohi (1994).
9 Such restrictions, it is believed, will reduce the amount of S02 that migrates from other regions
into their respective states. This contention is largely unfounded - see Bernstein et al. (1993).
10For example, see Bohi (1994) and National Regulatory Research Institute (1993).
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(2) the lack of clarity in future regulatory treatment of allowance sales and
purchases;for example,in prudence reviewsand rate hearings 11.
Without a clear commitmentby eachstate'sregulatoryauthority on its position on
allowances,utilities in that statewill not likely look to the market for compliance
planning 12.
Utility responseswill vary with respectto direct and indirect intervention. In
the caseof direct intervention, utilities have no choice but to respondas dictated
by the regulatory or legislative body. Expensivelegal battles can be (and have
been)wagedto fight theseinterventions,but the resultsare uncertainand the costs
are frequently prohibitive.
The responseof utilities to indirect interventionis more complicated.The major
impact of indirect interventionis the creationof an addedlevel of uncertaintyin a
utility's decision-makingprocess.This uncertainty is primarily focused around
how utility compliancestrategiesbasedon market participationwill be viewed by
regulatoryor legislative bodies in the future 13.One way for a utility to avoid this
uncertaintyin utility compliancedecisions,then, is to avoid the market altogether.
Risk averseutilities or utilities with little to gain from the market will be more
inclined to comply using other proven and acceptable(likely technological)
strategies.
This study estimatesthe costsfor the two typesof interventiondiscussedabove.
To analyzethe direct interVentionsof regulatory and legislative bodies,examples
of proposals in New York and Wisconsin that limit utility participation in the
market are explored. The model that is used can be modified to explore many
other direct interventions. The model is discussedin detail in the following
sections.
To analyze the impacts of indirect intervention (i.e., utility uncertainty) we
believe that this uncertainty will be reflected in reducedparticipation levels of

11This has been called the 'prudence conundrum' (Mitnick et al., 1992) in the sense that uncertain
regulator acceptance of compliance plans forces the utilities into a possible no-win situation. If a utility
chooses to install a scrubber because allowance prices seem high, excess allowances will be available
which will bring the price of allowances down. Then the price of allowances may become lower than
the cost of scrubbing, probably forcing the regulator to disallow some of the scrubber costs. On the
other hand, if a utility depends on the market, and the supply of allowances becomes tight, the price
will rise above the costs of scrubbing, again facing the possibility of costs being disallowed. Other
discussions of prudency review and utility uncertainty are contained in Bailey et al. (1992).
12Moreover, changing the regulatory framework of Title IV in midstream can irreversibly damage
the potential success of the 8°2 regulations and future market-based approaches to environmental
control (Brown, 1993).
13Uncertainties resulting from causes other than ill-defined regulatory policy have also been
identified in the literature. These uncertainties arise due to the 'novelty' of the allowance trading
system. For discussion on uncertainty and allowance trading systems, see Tietenberg (1990) and Latin
(1985).
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utilities in the allowance market. High levels of utility uncertainty will be
associatedwith low levels of utility involvement in the market; similarly, low
levels of utility uncertaintywill be associatedwith high levels of utility involvement.
In order to carry forth the analysis of indirect intervention, it is necessaryto
consider which utilities will be less inclined to participate in the market given
certainlevels of uncertainty.Intuitively, it seemsthat utilities with the leastto gain
from market participation will restrict their involvement. Likewise, utilities with
more to gain from the market (utilities with very high or very low compliance
costs) will be more willing to participate14.This is discussedin more detail in
Section6.

,

4. Analyzing emission markets
The theoretical basis of tradable emissionsallowanceshas been well established, and most of the relevant issuesand expectationsof such a systemhave
been analyzedelsewhere,beginning with Dales' (1968) seminalwork 15.In fact,
most economistswould agreethat marketableallowancesare far more economically efficient in achieving emissionsgoals than traditional command-and-control
regulation.Regulatorsalso recognizethat marketableallowancescontinueto give
them control over emission outputs and are more politically acceptablethan
emissionfees (seeOates,1990).
Published analysesregarding the specific operation of the allowance market
specified in Title IV of the CAAA are not widely available in the literature. ICF
Resources(1989) has used its linear programmingmodel to estimateSOz emissions reduction costs under severalscenarios.Also, severalprivate studiesaimed
at utility planning and fuel/ equipment demand forecasting have been recently
developed,but so far thesehavenot beenusedfor policy analysis(Weyant, 1992).
Most of thesemodels of emissionsmarketscan be placed into two categories;
thosethat theoreticallydescribethe economicoperationof a generalizedemissions
allowancemarketplaceunder ideal conditions,and thosethat empirically estimate
the SOz CAAA compliancecosts.The former examinesthe marketsin generaland
explores economic efficiencies and inefficiencies of the market as comparedto
alternative regulatory paradigms. The few empirical estimates have taken a

.
~

14The same type of analysis can be applied to the issue of transaction costs. Robert Hahn (1984,
1986) has especially identified market transaction costs or 'search' costs as a hindrance to utility
participation in the allowance market.
15See, inter alia, Pearce and Turner (1990), Tietenberg (1988), Raufer and Feldman (1987),
Montgomery (1972), McGartland and Oates (1985), Seskin and Anderson (1983), O'Neil, et al. (1983),
Baumol and Oates (1988), and Freeman (1978).
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'technical' approachto the problem, examiningthe operationof the plants and the
technical solutions neededto meet the emissionslimits (see, e.g., Electric Power
ResearchInstitute (EPRI), 1991; Beck, 1991).
Empirical models have not yet focusedon what we have defined as direct and
indirect intervention. This analysis will utilize an 'engineering-economic'approach in examining PhaseI and the early part of PhaseII of the S02 allowance
market, using the theoretical economic aspectsof the market equilibrium, and
incorporating the technical and policy parametersof the real S02 emissions
market.
This study quantifies the economiccostsof regulatoryand legislative intervention 16.Other outcomesof the analysisinclude: overall compliancecostsfor Phase
I plants, allowanceprice estimatesfor a ten year period, and industry compliance
strategiesthat can be expected.By simulating various levels of direct and indirect
intervention, the model can help policy makersbetter understandthe impacts of
their decisions.

5. Modeling the Clean Air Act Amendment's S02 allowance market
In attempting to model the impact of alternative environmental regulatory
options, much of the literature uses a constrainedoptimization formulation presentedby Montgomery(1972). In thesemodels,the objective is to maximizesome
function of output, while remainingwithin an emissionsconstraint.
Similar models attemptto minimize emissionsabatementcostswhile achieving
a given emissionsreductionlevel 17.The shadowprice of the emissionsconstraint
here representsthe marginal benefit (output or negativecosts) associatedwith a
one unit increase in allowable emissions. Under a market based system, this
shadow price can be considered the additional' value' of that extra unit of
pollution to the producerand is a proxy for that producer's'willingness to pay' (or
the market price) for that extra unit.
The model used in this paper was developedin an effort to determineseveral
items: (1) the overall economic and environmentalimpacts that Title IV would
have on the national utility industry; (2) the competitive market price for an S02
allowance; (3) the size and makeup of the allowance market; (4) the types of
compliancestrategiesthat would be used by utilities; and (5) the distribution of
economicand environmentalimpactswithin the utility industry itself. The model
16Although

we recognize that there may be social costs/benefits

from such interventions, the

analysis of these is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we only explore the market inefficiencies of
intervention, given the SOl market outlined in the CAAA.
17See for examples, Atkinson (1983), Atkinson and Tietenberg (1982), Batterman (1992), Hahn
(1984), and Seskin and Anderson (1983).
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is a dynamic linear programthat simulatesthe operationof the market over Phase
I and the first five yearsof PhaseII of Title IV.
As opposedto many of the models generalizedin the literature that use the
amount of emissionsto abate as decision variables,this model usescompliance
options (of which emissionlevels are a function) as decisionvariables;that is, the
decision variable is not how many tons of SOz to abate,but how much to emit
basedon compliancechoices.The solution provides the optimal use of technologies which minimize the costs of generatingelectricity while also meeting the
EPA's regulationsfor PhaseI and II of the CAAA 18.The benefit of this choiceof
decisionvariable is that it allows a more straightforwardapplicationof the model
to allowance markets in which a set number of allowancesare distributed to
polluting firms (such as the SOz program). In this way, one need not determine
the reductionsthat these allowancesindirectly represent(which entails knowing
the baselineemissionsfrom eachfirm); one merely needsto know the n\lmber of
allowancesdistributedto eachfirm.
In each period the model allows plants to buy or sell their allowancesin a
competitive market, or to bank them for future use. The model uses actual data
from the CAAA as its basis for allowance supply and data from the 110 utility
plants as its basis for allowancedemand.(Data sourcesare found in Appendix A
of this paper).The three critical equationsof the model are shownbelow; a more
detailed discussionof the important constraintsand variables is included in the
following sections.
5.1. The critical equationsof the model
Objective function:

f

:,c}

P K T

minimizeEEL£Gk,p,t
p

k

X MCk,p,t.

(1)

t

Demand constraint:
K

L£Gk,p,t > Dp,t for eachplant, time period.
k
18The types of pollution

(2)'

abatement technologies considered are fuel switching and wet scrubber

technology. Others, such as advanced combustion technologies and/or in-duct sorption, were not
considered due to the fact that wet scrubber technology will likely be the only economic option in the
short run, particularly for the 110 older plants specified in the CAAA (see Corcoran, 1991). The use of
power trading was also considered, based on the theoretical work of Villani (1993), but it was
determined that trading in the short term would not likely be an economic option for Phase I plants
(Villani, personal communication).

'
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Emissions limit constraint:
K
DDk,p,t
k

=Lp,t-ASp,t

+ABp,t-Bp,t

+Bp,t-1

for eachplant, time period.

(3)

where
k
= type of production/abatementtechnology 19,
p
= 110 utility plants cited in Title IV of the CAAA and one variable used
to representthe additional plants affectedin PhaseII,
t
= five annualperiods of PhaseI and the first five yearsof PhaseII,
EGk t = electricity generatedusing technology k for eachplant and time period
,p,

(kWh),

= marginal cost of generatingthis electricity ($/kWh), including fuel
costs,capital and 0 & M costsfor all new equipment,
D
= amountof electricity demandedfrom plant p in period t (kWh) 20,
SDk,p,t = amountof SO2 emitted at plant p in time t using technology k (tons),
Lp,t
= allowancesallocatedto plant p in time t,
AS t
= amountof allowancessold by plant p in period t,
p,
AB t = amountof allowancesbought by plant p in period t,
p,
Bp,t
= 'banked' allowancesof plant p at the end of period t.
MCk,p,t

5.1.1. The objectivefunction
The objective function, which is minimized, is the total cost of producing
electricity given the SO2 complianceoptions most plants face. This includescosts
for the type of fuel that is burned and any scrubbertechnologyused 21.
We assumein this analysisthat the capacityutilization factor of PhaseI plants
is not expectedto changeappreciably.Most of the plants are base-loadplants and
can expect to face similar demandsthrough the year 2005.
Further, we use levelized costs for capital investments,such as scrubbersor
low-sulfur coal technology modifications, as specified in EPRI (1991). Concerns
have been raised as to whether using levelized costsgrossly affects the results of
the model when comparedto actual utility decision making. We rely on EPRI
(1991) and on a study carried out by Pace University (1991), which both use
19 These include,
coal

(1.5%),

scrubbers

very low-sulfur

high-sulfur

coal (0.25%

(3.0%),

writing,

all scrubbing

technologies
(Greenberger,
20 We assume a constant
21 A number

contracts

content),

scrubbers

near-term
signed

low-sulfur

with

any coal

technology
for

coal (0.75%),
type.

to scrub SO2 from

Phase I implementation

medium-sulfur

As stated

above,

have noted that linearity

and Feldman,

1987; Atkinson

is a reasonable

are for wet

and Tietenberg,

approximation
1982; Atkinson,

wet

stack emissions.

1992; National Regulatory
Research Institute (NRRI),
1993).
demand over the ten year period because of the base load argument

of researchers

(see Raufer

sulfur

and wet

seem to be the most competitive

As of this

function

coal

scrubber
below.

for this objective
1983).
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levelized costs in modeling environmental decision making for utilities. Both
studies(and current utility practice in the initial analysesof the 8°2 market 22)
indicate that this is acceptedpractice in the energyplanning field.
Chao and Wilson (1993) indicate that the decisionto use scrubbersis not only
basedon the marginal cost of 8°2 abatementfrom thesetechnologies,but also the
loss of flexibility that accords such a purchase.They argue that purchasing
allowances affords compliance flexibility and therefore allowances obtain an
additional 'option value' for allowance purchasers.Informal discussionswith
utility executivesconfirm that allowance'option values' are real considerationsin
scrubberinstallation decisions.(Of course,selling an allowancedecreasescompliance flexibility to the selling firm, which, for similar reasonsdiscussedin Chao
and Wilson, may create an increasein allowance price. The idea of a 'loss in
option value' to the seller has not been explored in detail in the literature.) This
'option value' could possibly be modeled by increasing the costs of capital
intensivetechnologiesusing resultsfrom thoseexpressedin Chaoand Wilson. We
did not chooseto do this becauseof the uncertaintyon how the' loss in option
value' may affect the decisionsof selling firms; we leave this for further research.

=

5.1.2. The demandconstraint
The first major constraint on the plants' production decisionsis the demand
constraint; i.e. each plant must generateenoughelectricity to satisfy demandfor
eachtime period.
5.1.3. The emissionslimit constraint
The secondmajor constraint on the plants' production decisionsis the emissions constraint; i.e., each plant must not emit more than the allowances it
possesses.
A plant can thereforeincreaseits allowable emissionsin period t by (1) buying
allowancesin period t (AB p,I)' or (2) drawing on its bankedinventory from the
period before (Bp,l-l)' A plant can decreaseits allowable emissionsby (1) selling
allowances(ASp,I)' or (2) banking allowances(Bp,I)' The equality implies that any
allowancesnot usedin period t automaticallyget bankedfor use in a later period;
i.e., no plant' throws away' excessallowances.The shadowprice of this constraint
can be viewed as the marginal benefit (negativecost) of one more allowance(an
increasein L of one unit). In a perfectly competitive market, this representsa
'willingness-to-pay' for that allowance by the marginal producer and translates
into the price of one allowanceon the open market.
5.1.4. Boiler constraints
A boiler constraintis used to reflect the fact that someplants, due to technical
constraints,may not be able to bum all types of coal. In particular, cycloneboilers
22

Larry Noyes, PECO Energy, Philadelphia, PA, 1993, personal communication.

.
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Table 1
Ten year compliancecosts(1995-2005): Emissionstrading systemversuscommand-and-control
Scenario

Total costs
($ billion)

Allowance
price ($)

Emissionstrading system(ETS)
ETS underutility bubble
Command-and-control(CAC)

5.02
8.56
9.21

143
different for eachbubble
nja

For comparative purposes, an estimate is also made of the costs of complying
with the reductions in SOz without the emissions trading system. This approximates a conventional command-and-control system which regulates the total
amount each plant is allowed to emit and must be met by technological means.
This example assumes that the total command-and-control emissions limits placed
on each plant are equivalent to the allowances allocated to each plant under the
allowance system. The emissions trading system can save over $4.19 billion over
the first ten years of the CAAA. We also obtain an allowance price of $143/
allowance.
Finally, a third type of 'base-case' is developed that models a scenario in which
only plants owned by a common utility are allowed to trade allowances among
each other. This reflects the i~ea of 'utility bubbles,' whereby utilities may find it
easier to trade allowances 'among plants owned by that single utility. This analysis
was performed by adding a constraint to the model that prevented plants from
trading with other plants not owned by their 'mother' utility.
Because over 60 different utilities own and operate the 110 plants in Phase I,
the results are consistent with what one would expect: total costs are less than a
strict command-and-control scenario, but greater than an unrestricted free market.
In fact, only the five utility companies that own four or more plants regulated
under Phase I see any real benefit under a 'utility bubble' strategy. Of course,
allowance prices are different for each 'bubble' in this scenario.
6.2. Direct intervention: the case of New York and Wisconsin
In this section, we use an analysis of two states that have considered allowance
trading restrictions, New York and Wisconsin, to illustrate the costs of direct
intervention. Both states are considering laws that will prevent any in-state utility
from selling allowances to another utility. Both New York and Wisconsin hope
that preventing in-state utilities from selling allowances will reduce acid deposition in environmentally sensitive areas. In the model we constrain the utilities in
New York and then in Wisconsin from both selling and buying allowances in the
market. In addition, we prevent New York utilities from banking allowances. The
results are shown in Table 2.

,
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Table 2
Costsof direct intervention in NY and WI (1995-2005)
National compliancecosts($ billion)
Increasein nationalcompliancecosts
($ million)
Compliancecostsfor NY ($ million)
Compliancecostsfor WI ($ million)
Allowance price ($)

Basecase

NY out

5.021
-

5.145
124

90
72
143

219

-

143

WI out
5.107
86
160
143

For the period analyzed,Table 2 showsthat non-participationin the market can
be costly. New York's non-participationcan increasethat state's cost from $90
million to $219 million (in mills/kWh, this cost increasesfrom 0.683 mills/kWh
to 1.661 mills/kWh). This representsan increaseof about 240%. Theseincreases
reflect New York plants' stake in the allowancemarket. The overall impact that
New York's non-participationhas on the nation's other utilities is a decreasein
their compliance costs by $5 million. This 'subsidy' from New York to other
statesis primarily due to the fact that New York is a net buyer of allowancesin
the perfect market case,since New York plants have higher marginal abatement
costs than those plants that sell allowancesat equilibrium. The exclusion of the
New York utilities decreasesallowancedemand.This decreasein demandreduces
the costs of compliance for out-of-stateutilities by allowing utilities that were
previously 'out-bid' by New York utilities to buy allowancesand capturesavings.
This effect of subsidization of out-of-state utilities by intervention has been
discussedbefore,but this is the first exampleof an attemptto quantify sucheffects
in a real trading system(Bernstein et al., 1992). In addition, the allowanceprice
does not changesignificantly in this model under the New York (or Wisconsin)
scenarios24.
As shown in Table 2, Wisconsin's non-participation in the market presents
similar results. Wisconsin's costs increasefrom $72 million to $160 million, or
about 220% (in mills/kWh, this increaseis from 1.351 mills/kWh to 3.002
mills/kWh). Like the New York case,the restriction on Wisconsin utilities has

24The reason that the allowance price does not change under these scenarios is due to several factors.
First, marginal cost functions in this model are step functions. (Stepwise marginal cost function~ are
required since we are using a linear programming model that minimizes a linear, total cost objective
function.) Second, the elimination of New York or Wisconsin from trading utilities does not create
large net increases or decreases in available allowances for sale. Third, the cost structure of the utility
industry creates a step function with very 'wide' steps in the vicinity of the competitive equilibrium
region. Therefore, although the allowance price is determined where the marginal cost and marginal
benefit functions intersect, this may be amidst a 'step.' If the increase or decrease in allowances
available for trading is not large enough to move the intersection to a higher or lower 'step', then the
allowance price will remain the same.
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little effect on the total compliancecosts to out-of-stateutilities, decreasingthese
costsby only $2 million.

.

6.3.Indirect
intervention

,

The continuedthreat of future, direct interventionin somestatesand the lack of
clarity in future regulatory treatment of allowance sales and purchaseshave
increasedthe uncertainties that utility decision makers face. This uncertainty
makesutilities hesitantto enter a market since they are unsurewhether the utility
commissionswill ultimately approve compliance strategiesbased on emissions
trading. Until state commissionsfinalize their position on the market, utilities in
those stateswill not likely look to buy or sell allowances.We call the effects of
theseill-defined regulatorypolicies as 'indirect intervention.'
Since the reactions of state regulators are unclear, utilities may develop
compliancestrategiesthat minimize risk rather than cost (see Palmisano,1992).
Choosingto install scrubbersand switch fuels may be considereda 'safer' strategy
than relying on allowancepurchasesand salesbecausethe costs are more easily
quantified and forecasted. Only when utilities are comfortable that allowance
trading will yield least-costcompliance and help manageuncertainty'will they
begin to use trading as a pollution control strategy.
Without assurancefrom regulatory bodies, utilities with little to gain from the
market will be less inclined to participate in it. We have analyzeda number of
scenariosto model various levels of utility participation (ie., utility uncertainty
and, hence,indirect intervention).The scenariosare determinedby parametrically
Table3
Resultsof indirect intervention scenariosfor PhaseI (1995-2000)
Percentageutility
participation

Total costs
($ billion)

Allowance
cost ($Iton)

100%(ETS)
80%
50%
30%
27%
24%
21%
18%
15%
12%
9%
6%
3%
0% (CAC)

1.156
1.156
1.156
1.156
1.171
1.222
1.277
1.481
1.632
1.704
1.797
2.013
2.287
2.710

143
143
143
143
162
169
187
261
302
493
660
804
1060
1390

~
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Fig. 2. Cost/allowance price-participationtradeoff curve.

adjusting the proportion of utilities participating in the market. The results are
shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 illustratestheseresults.The x-axis of Fig. 2 representsthe percentageof
allowancesthat are available for trading nationwide. We use this measureas a
proxy for utility participation.We also suggestthat this reflects utility uncertainty
due to indirect intervention. As utility participation decreases,the number of
tradableallowancesdecreases,creating a smaller total allowancemarket.
The effects of decreasedutility participation are increasesin total compliance
costs and the allowance price. Fig. 2 suggeststhat there are three regimes of
compliancecost effects due to indirect intervention.The first occursat participation levels greaterthan 30%, where only firms with marginal costsalmostequalto
the market price of an allowanceare affected.Theseutilities tend not to trade in
the perfectly competitive market even when the regulatory uncertainty is eliminated. In fact, only about 30% of allowancesare traded in the perfect market,
emissionstrading systemscenario.
The secondregime occurs when participation is between20% and 30%, and
compliancecostsrise moderately.The third regime existswhen indirect regulation
causesmarket participation to fall below 20%, where costs rise rapidly. In this
area the utilities that are restricted from participating have very high and low
compliancecosts (i.e., they have the most to 'gain' and 'lose' from the market).
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Table 3 and Fig. 2 also show the allowanceprices that result from eachof the
levels of market participation that is modeled.As expected,reducedparticipation
in the marketresultsin higher allowanceprices,following a similar patternas total
costs.
Based on these results, we see that forcing utilities out of the market as we
have, indirect intervention in statesthat have high- or low-cost abaterscan have
large impacts on the overall costs of the SOz regulations.Intervention in states
that have moderateabatementcosts will be less pronounced.It is in the former,
especially,that regulationsshould be clearly and precisely defined and consistent
over time.

,

'

7. Conclusions
We have used a dynamic, linear programming model to empirically estimate
the economicimpacts of direct and indirect intervention in PhaseI and the early
part of PhaseII of the SOz allowancemarket. The results provide an important
contribution to the policy debatesurroundingemissionstrading systems.Restrictions on allowancetrading in Wisconsin and New York were usedto illustrate the
direct intervention impacts; a model of market participation, assumedto be a
function of utility uncertainty,was usedto proxy the impactsof indirect intervention. The resultsshow that while an unencumberedmarketcan dramaticallyreduce
the cost of pollution control, regulatory and legislative interventionwill drive up
the costsof compliance.
The results obtained in the analysis agreewith what one would expect from
regulatory and economic theory. Any constraints on the free operation of an
allowancemarket will increasethe total costsof compliance.In this analysis,we
assumethat indirect intervention affects utilities with very high- and low-abatement costs last (this is the 20% of the market in the third 'regime' in Fig. 2). In
reality this may not be the case;high- and low-cost abatersmay be in statesthat
have either the largest indirect intervention or direct interventions. Intervention
that affects this 20% has the greatestcost impacts.
The extensionof these results to other types of emissionstrading markets is
also an important consideration(Goffman, 1993). Although the results obtained
from this study are highly dependenton the nature of the underlying marginal
abatementcost curves,similar resultscan be expectedfrom systemswith comparable cost curves.In this case,the marginal cost curvesof many plants are similar,
providing a large number of abatementopportunities near the $143/ton level.
Other systems,particularly onesthat include more than one sourceindustry, may
have participants with very different cost curves. The RECLAIM program for
trading nitrogen oxide reductioncredits in SouthernCalifornia is an example.The
effects of intervention in that trading market could be quite different from the
resultsidentified here.

~
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The most important question raised here is whether intervention costs are
justified given the anticipatedbenefits theseconstraintsmay have. For New York
and Wisconsin, these constraints will hopefully reduce the amount of acid
depositionin environmentallysensitiveareas.Decision makersmust weigh these
benefitswith their coststo determinewhat is best for their state 25.
Emissions trading systemswill continue to be a primary policy option for
environmentalregulators.As such, all statesshould be awareof the costsof their
regulatoryand legislative interventions,both direct and indirect. Especiallyimportant is that statesclarify regulationsso that uncertainty is minimized. Although
direct intervention may be acceptableif the measurablebenefits outweigh the
costs, indirect intervention through ill-defined policies cannot be justified on an
economicor political basis.

Appendix A. Model data and sources
Plant size for the 110 PhaseI CAAA plants (MW) is from Edison Electricity
Institute, EnvironmentalDirectory of U.S. Power Plants,Washington,DC, 1991.
Plant capacityfactors (%) are from Utility Data Base,U.S. coal plant statistics
1990, reports #UD1-022-91, 5th Ed., January 1991, except for the plants Des
Moines, Northport, Port Jefferson,Sunbury,Harrison, Mitchell I, and North Oak
Creek, which are from National Coal Association, SteamElectric Plant Factors,
1986.
Plant emission limits (tons S02) are aggregatedfrom the Clean Air Act
Amendmentsof 1990, Table A: Affected sourcesand units in PhaseI and their
sulfur dioxide allowances(tons).
Sulfur content (S02/tons coal equivalent),heat rate (MBTU out/MBTU in),
fuel inflation rate (%/yr), and fuel cost ($/MBTU) are from EPRI, Analysis of
alternativeS02 reductionstrategies,January1991,pp. 4-14, and EnergyInformation Administration, Cost and quality of fuels for electric utility plants 1990,
various tables.
Scrubbercapital cost ($/kW-yr) and fixed O&M costs($/kWh) from EPRI,
Analysis of alternative S02 reduction strategies,1991, pp. 4-13. Note that the
capital costs are levelized using a 30 year time horizon and a 10% discountrate.
Further, instead of unit-specific costs, regionalized estimationsfor capital and
operating costs were made for all units. Capital and O&M cost data for fuel
switching were also obtainedfrom U.S. Departmentof Interior, Bureauof Mines.
2SAnother issue that arises in any of these intervention activities is a legal one related to interstate
commerce. Can the trading restrictions placed on state utilities be considered a violation of interstate
trading law? This question is currently being addressed in the federal courts.
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